Abstract. We consider ℓ-adic trace functions over finite fields taking values in cyclotomic integers, such as characters and exponential sums. Through ideas of Deligne and Katz, we explore probabilistic properties of the reductions modulo a prime ideal, exploiting especially the determination of their integral monodromy groups. In particular, this gives a generalization of a result of Lamzouri-Zaharescu on the distribution of short sums of the Legendre symbol reduced modulo an integer to all multiplicative characters and to hyper-Kloosterman sums.
Introduction
The distribution of normalized exponential sums over finite fields in compact subsets of the complex numbers is an interesting question that has been studied by numerous authors such as Kummer, Hasse, Heath-Brown and Patterson (cubic Gauss sums), Deligne (Gauss sums), Katz (hyper-Kloosterman sums), or Duke, Friedlander and Iwaniec (Salié sums).
For example, Katz [Kat88] showed that for n ě 2, the normalized hyperKloosterman sums Kl n,q pxq " p´1q n´1 q pn´1q{2 ÿ x 1 ,...,xnPFq x 1¨¨¨xn "x general equidistribution theorem and Katz's determination of monodromy groups.
1.1. Exponential sums in cyclotomic fields. Exponential sums are usually considered as complex numbers, but in general they actually take values in cyclotomic fields. For example, a multiplicative character of F p of order d has image in Qpζ d q Ă Qpζ p´1 q for ζ d P Cˆa primitive dth root of unity, while an additive character has image in Qpζ p q.
More generally, the functions we can form from additive and multiplicative characters of F p by taking sums, products or convolutions (e.g. discrete Fourier transform), will take values in Qpζ p qQpζ p´1 q " Qpζ ppp´1q q.
Fisher [Fis95] extended Katz's vertical Sato-Tate law for (unnormalized) Kloosterman sums mentioned above to this perspective by studying their distribution as elements of K " Qpζ p q via the Minkowski embedding K Ñ R p´1 , with the hope of getting results on their distinctness. His equidistribution result with respect to a product of the Sato-Tate measure amounts to showing that it is possible to construct for every σ P GalpK{Qq an ℓ-adic trace function on P 1
Fq corresponding to the σ-conjugate of the Kloosterman sum.
Exponential sums in cyclotomic integers.
A step further is to consider exponential sums, and functions f : F q Ñ C formed from them, as having values in cyclotomic integers, say O " Zrζ d s for some d ě 1. This holds true for characters and this property is again stable by the operations we mentioned above. Wan [Wan95] adopted such a point of view and studied the minimal polynomial of Kloosterman sums, improving some of Fisher's results.
Up to localizing 1 , we can also consider normalizations: indeed, by the evaluation of quadratic Gauss sums, ? p P Zrζ 4p s, so for example Kl n,q pFĂ Zrζ 4p s q pn´1q{2 .
1.3.
Reductions of exponential sums in residue fields. For any nonzero prime ideal l O (possibly restricted to be above a large enough prime to handle normalizations), we can then study the reductions modulo l of exponential sums and related functions f : F q Ñ O in the corresponding residue field F l " O{l -O l {lO l . In the case of Kloosterman sums, if l is a prime ideal of O " Zrζ 4p s above an odd prime ℓ ‰ p, then we have the reduction
Distribution questions concerning the values in F l as q Ñ`8 can then be examined. For example, Lamzouri and Zaharescu [LZ12] studied the distribution of short sums of the Legendre symbol χ p : F p Ñ t˘1u reduced modulo an integer ℓ ě 2. Specifically, they show that |t1 ď k ď p :
ř k x"1 χ p pxq " a pmod ℓqu| p " 1 ℓ`O˜ˆℓ log p˙1
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For α P O (resp. a prime ideal l O), we denote by Oα (resp. O l ) the localization at α (resp. at l).
uniformly with respect to a P Z{ℓ. A probabilistic model with sums of independent random variables uniformly distributed in t˘1u is used; its accuracy is proved through a bound derived from the Riemann hypothesis for curves over finite fields.
1.4. Trace functions over finite fields. Additive and multiplicative characters of finite fields, hyper-Kloosterman sums and more general exponential sums are particular examples of trace functions of constructible middleextension sheaves of Q ℓ -modules on P 1
Fq , as they appear in particular in the works of Katz (see for example [Kat88] and [Kat90] ), and more recently in the series of papers by Fouvry, Kowalski, Michel and others (see [FKM14] , [Pol14, Section 6] or [PG16b] for surveys).
Herein, we will mainly consider:
-Multiplicative characters χ : F q Ñ Zrζ d s of order d, eventually composed with a rational polynomial, realized as trace functions of Kummer sheaves, with χp0q " χp8q " 0. -Hyper-Kloosterman sums (1) Kl n,q : F q Ñ Zrζ 4p s q p1´nq{2 , realized as trace functions of Kloosterman sheaves, with Kl n,q p0q " p´?qq n´1 . -Functions f : F q Ñ N counting points on families of curves on P 1
Fq
parametrized by an open of P 1 . For example, for f P F q rXs a fixed squarefree polynomial of degree 2g ě 2, we have the family of hyperelliptic curves given by the affine models X z : y 2 " f pxqpx´zq pz P F, as constructed by Katz-Sarnak [KS91, Chapter 10].
The observations on the images of these functions from Sections 1.1-1.3 happen to translate on the level of sheaves: they are actually sheaves of O λ ď Q ℓ -modules, where O is the ring of integers of a cyclotomic field and λ is an ℓ-adic valuation corresponding to a prime ideal l O above an auxiliary prime ℓ ‰ p.
For the second example, this follows from the fact that the ℓ-adic Fourier transform is defined on the level of O λ -modules (see [Kat88,  Chapter 5]).
1.4.1. Reductions. The reduction of the trace function modulo l then corresponds to the trace function of the reduced sheaf of F l -modules, for F l -O λ {lO λ the residue field. This implies that we can use the ℓ-adic formalism and the ideas of Deligne and Katz to study distribution questions of these reduced trace functions.
As in [Lam13] (that we generalized in [PG17] ) and [LZ12] , a key idea is to use a probabilistic model, based on Deligne's equidistribution theorem.
1.4.2. Monodromy groups. For Kloosterman sums, an important input is the determination of the O λ -integral monodromy groups of Kloosterman sheaves [PG16a] , analogous to the determination of the monodromy groups over Q ℓ by Katz [Kat88] , when ℓ is large enough depending only on the rank.
This was already known by results of Gabber, Larsen and Nori, but for ℓ large enough depending on q and with an ineffective constant, which would have been unusable for our applications. rpxf pyq`hpyqq p˙χ pgpyqq px P F, for f, g, h P QpXq rational functions and χ a multiplicative character on Fq . However, the determination of their O λ -integral monodromy groups is the object of future work. If we showed that these are as large as possible (hence classical groups), as is the case for the monodromy groups over Q ℓ by Katz's work [Kat90] , the results below would hold as well.
1.5. Overview of the results. Given an abelian group A, a function f : F q Ñ A and a subset E Ă F q , we denote by Spf, Eq " ÿ xPE f pxq the partial sum over E. For x P F q , we let E`x " te`x : e P Eu be the translate of E by x. With the uniform measure on F q , we can consider the A-valued random variable pSpf, E`xqq xPFq.
1.5.1. Equidistribution for shifted sums. The first results concern the distribution of short shifted sums, and are analogues of the questions answered in [Lam13] and [PG17] (where the random variables were shown to be gaussian under some ranges, generalizing a result of Erdős-Davenport).
Proposition 1.1 (Kloosterman sums). For n ě 2, and l Zrζ 4p s a prime ideal above a prime ℓ " n 1 distinct from p with ℓ " 1 pmod 4q, let Kl n,q : F q Ñ F l be the reduction modulo l of the (normalized) Kloosterman sum on P 1 Fq . For any I Ă F q of size L, the probability P´SpKl n,q , I`xq " aī s given by
uniformly for all a P F l . This also holds for unnormalized Kloosterman sums. Remark 1.2. When p " 1 pmod 4q or n is odd, one may replace ζ 4p by ζ p and the result holds without restriction on ℓ pmod 4q. The same remark will apply to the subsequent statements involving Kloosterman sums.
A similar result is valid for point-counting functions on families of hyperelliptic curves. Proposition 1.3 (Multiplicative characters). We let:
be the reduction modulo l in F l " O{l of a multiplicative character of order d; (2) f " f 1 {f 2 P QpXq whose poles and zeros have order not divisible by d; (3) δ P p0, 1q be such that 2 d ą |F l | δ and d{pd, |Fˆ|q ě |F l | δ for every proper subfield F ď F l ; (4) I Ă F q of size L; if f ‰ X, we assume moreover that |I| " 1 or I Ă r1, p{ degpf 1e with respect to an arbitrary F p -basis of F q , identifying the latter with t1, . . . , pu e .
Then there exists α " αpδq ą 0 such that
niformly for all a P F l . Moreover, if δ ą 1{2, we can choose αpδq " δ´1{2; if F l " F ℓ with δ ą 1{3, we can choose
The ranges of the various parameters will be studied in due time. Propositions 1.1 and 1.3 will be particular cases of Theorem 6.1 below. [LZ12] to trace functions: distribution of families of short sums. Next, we generalize a result of Lamzouri-Zaharescu [LZ12] to the distribution of various families of sums of reduced trace functions, in particular multiplicative characters of any order and Kloosterman sums. Proposition 1.4 (Shifts of small subsets). Let ε P p0, 1{4q and let t : F q Ñ F l be either t " Kl n,q as in Proposition 1.1 or t " χ˝f as in Proposition 1.3. Let E Ă F q be a "small" subset. Then
Generalizations of
or Kloosterman sums, respectively multiplicative characters, uniformly for all a P F l .
(This will be a particular case of Proposition 7.10, where the conditions on E will be made precise).
The second example generalizes the result of [LZ12] to all multiplicative characters: Proposition 1.5 (Partial intervals). Let ε P p0, 1{4q and let t " χ˝f : F p Ñ F l be as in Proposition 1.4. Then |t1 ď k ď p : Spχ˝f, t1, . . . , kuq " au| p is equal to
(This will be a particular case of Proposition 7.15).
The method does not allow this to be generalized to Kloosterman sums, but we can nonetheless do the following: Proposition 1.6 (Partial intervals with shifts of small subsets). We consider the situation of Proposition 1.4 with a fixed choice of a F p -basis of F q giving an identification F q -F e p " t1, . . . , pu e . We let E 2 , . . . , E e Ă F p be "small" subsets. Then the density |tpx 1 , . . . , x e q P t1, . . . , pu e : Spt, t1, . . . , x 1 uˆś e i"2 pE i`xi" au| q is equal to
(This will be a particular case of Proposition 7.18, where the condition on E i will be made precise).
Again, these examples also apply to unnormalized Kloosterman sums and functions counting points on families of hyperelliptic curves (normalized or not).
1.6. Structure of the paper. This article is structured as follows:
-In Section 2, we setup the technical framework we will work in to handle reductions of ℓ-adic trace functions over finite fields, and we define precisely the examples we will consider. -In Section 3, we defined a probabilistic model for short sums of ℓ-adic trace functions, inspired by Deligne's equidistribution theorem. -In Section 4, we prove that this model is accurate (akin to what is done in [PG17] for sheaves of Q ℓ -modules). -In Section 5, we make preliminary computations and observations in the model, in particular regarding "Gaussian sums" in monodromy groups.
-In Sections 6 and 7, we finally prove the results introduced in Sections 
Technical setup and examples
Let F q be a finite field of odd characteristic p. For an integer d ě 2, let E " Qpζ d q be the dth cyclotomic field with ring of integers O. We fix an auxiliary prime ℓ ‰ p and a prime ideal l O above ℓ, corresponding to a valuation λ of E extending the ℓ-adic valuation on Q. Let E λ and O λ be the completions, and let π : O λ Ñ F l be the reduction map in the residue field
2.1. Review of ℓ-adic sheaves on P 1
Fq . In the following, let A be either
2.1.1. Definitions and basic properties. As in [Kat88] , we consider a constructible sheaf F of A-modules on P 1 {F q which is middle-extension, i.e. for every nonempty open j : U Ñ P 1 on which j˚F is lisse, we have F -j˚j˚F. For simplicity, we shall from now on simply call F an "ℓ-adic sheaf of Amodules on P 1
Fq ". We write SingpFq " XpFzU F pFfor the set of singularities of F, where U F is the maximal open set of lissity of F.
We recall that the category of ℓ-adic sheaves of A-modules of generic rank n on P 1
Fq is equivalent to the category of continuous ℓ-adic Galois representations ρ F : π 1,q Ñ GL n pAq, for π 1,q " Gal pF q pT q sep {F q pTthe étale fundamental group (see [KR15, Theorem 7 .13]) and A " F η for η the geometric generic point of P 1
Fq corresponding to the chosen separable closure.
We say that F is irreducible (resp. geometrically irreducible) if ρ F (resp. the restriction of ρ F to π geom 1,q :" GalpF q pT q sep {F q pTπ 1,q ) is an irreducible representation.
For x P P 1 pF, we denote by -I x D x ď π 1,q inertia (resp. decomposition) groups at (the valuation corresponding to) x.
-Frob x,q P D x {I x -GalpF q {Fan element mapping to the geometric Frobenius Frob q . -F Ix η the space of invariants of F η with respect to the action of I x . Note that ρ F pFrob x,P GLpF Ix η q is well-defined.
-Swan x pFq P Z ě0 the Swan conductor of F at x.
These are defined up to conjugation. As in the works of Fouvry-KowalskiMichel (see e.g. [FKM15a] ), we consider the conductor condpFq " rankpFq`| SingpFq|`ÿ xPSingpF q Swan x pFq of F, which combines three invariants of the sheaf to measure its "complexity" (with respect to dimension and ramification).
The trace function of F is the map
If A has characteristic zero, we say that F is pointwise pure of weight 0 if for every finite extension F q 1 {F q and every x P U F pF q 1 q, the eigenvalues of ρ F pFrob x,q 1 q are Weil numbers α of weight 0, i.e. α P Q and for any embedding ι : Q Ñ C, we have |ιpαq| " 1. In this case, ||t F || ι,8 :" max xPP 1 pFqq |ιpt F pxqq| ď rankpFq ď condpFq, for any such ι, which is clear at lisse points and a result of Deligne [Del80, (1.8.9)] at singularities.
For F, G two sheaves of A-modules on P 1 Fq , we denote by: -F b G the "middle tensor product", i.e. the sheaf of A-modules on P 1 Fq corresponding to the representation ρ F b ρ G -DpFq the "dual sheaf", i.e. the sheaf of A-modules on P 1
Fq corresponding to the dual/contragredient representation of ρ F . 
By reduction modulo l, we obtain an ℓ-adic sheaf of F l -modules, corresponding to the representation π˝ρ F , with trace function π˝t F . Moreover, F l " F ℓ (i.e. ℓ splits completely) if and only if ℓ " 1 pmod dq.
Remark 2.4. In practice, t F : F q Ñ O λ will actually have image in O or O α for some α P Ozl when we normalize (see the examples given in the introduction). We recall that our motivation is to study the reduction of a function F q Ñ O modulo almost any prime ideal of O. The following diagram summarizes the different rings considered and natural maps between them:
2.3. Examples.
2.3.1. Kummer sheaves.
Proposition 2.5. Let O " Zrζ d s and let χ : Fq Ñ Oˆbe a nontrivial multiplicative character of order d ě 2, λ be an ℓ-adic valuation on O corresponding to a prime ideal l above ℓ, and f " f 1 {f 2 P F q pXq which is not a d-power. We assume that f has no zero or pole of order divisible by d. There exists a sheaf L χpf q " L χpf q,λ of O λ -modules on F q with:
(1) trace function χ˝f (under the convention that χp0q " χp8q " 0).
(2) tame singularities at the zeros and poles of f . (3) condpL χpfď 1`degpf 1 q`degpf 2 q.
By reduction modulo l, this gives a sheaf of F l -modules with the same properties and trace function χ˝f pmod lq, for
Proof. See e.g. [Kat88, Section 4.3].
Notation 2.6. For f " f 1 {f 2 P F q pXq with f 1 , f 2 P F q rXs coprime, we write degpf q " maxpdegpf 1 q, degpf 2 qq, so that condpL χpf! degpf q.
Kloosterman sheaves.
Proposition 2.7. Let n ě 2 be an integer and λ be an ℓ-adic valuation on O " Zrζ 4p s corresponding to a prime ideal l above ℓ. There exists a Kloosterman sheaf Kl n " Kl n,λ of O λ -modules on P 1 Fq , of rank n and with trace function corresponding to the Kloosterman sum
and Kl n,q p0q " p´?qq n´1 . Moreover, Kl n is geometrically irreducible, lisse on G m , Swan 8 pKl n q " 1, Swan 0 pKl n q " 0, condpKl n q " n`3, and we note that Kl n,q pxq P O q pn´1q{2 ď O l for all x P Fq . By reduction modulo l, this gives a sheaf of F l -modules on P 1 Fq with the same properties and trace function equal to Kl n,q pmod lq, for F l " O λ {lO λ .
If p " 1 pmod 4q or n is odd, we may replace O by Zrζ p s.
Proof. Recall that
by the evaluation of quadratic Gauss sums, so ? p P Zrζ p , ζ 4 s ď Zrζ 4p s and 2.3.3. Point counting on families of curves.
Proposition 2.8. For f P F q rXs a squarefree polynomial of degree 2g ě 2, such that its set of zeros Z f is contained in F q , we consider the family of smooth projective hyperelliptic curves of genus g parametrized by z P F q zZ f with affine models X z : y 2 " f pxqpx´zq.
Let λ be an ℓ-adic valuation on O " Zrζ 4p s corresponding to a prime ideal l. There exists a geometrically irreducible sheaf of O λ -modules F " F λ on P 1
Fq of generic rank 2g, corresponding to a representation ρ :
Moreover:
(1) SingpFq " t8u Y Z f and F is everywhere tame. In particular,
I z -representation. By reduction modulo l, this gives a sheaf of F l -modules on P 1
Fq with the same properties and trace function t F pmod lq, where
Proof. By [KS91, Section 10.1] or [Hal08, Section 4] (using middle-convolutions), there exists a sheaf of Z ℓ -modules on P 1
Fq of generic rank 2g, pointwise pure of weight 1, such that for all z R Z f ,
detp1´T ρpFrob zp1´T qp1´qT q and t F pzq " q`1´|X z pF| pz R Z f q, along with properties (1) and (2) above. Normalizing by a Tate twist gives the sheaf with the desired properties.
Other examples of families of curves are given in [KS91, Chapter 10].
Probabilistic model
Let F be a sheaf of F l -modules on P 1 Fq , lisse on an open U , and corresponding to a representation ρ F : π 1,q Ñ GL n pF l q " GLpV q.
In this section, we setup a probabilistic model for short sums of the trace function t F and show that it is accurate (with respect to density functions).
Monodromy groups.
Definition 3.1. The arithmetic and geometric monodromy groups of F are the groups
The determination of integral or finite monodromy groups is usually more difficult than that of monodromy groups over Q ℓ (as Zariski closures of the images of the representations), because we consider simply subgroups of GL n pF l q instead of (reductive 3 ) algebraic subgroups of GL n pCq.
Examples. Nonetheless, for the examples we consider:
Proposition 3.3 (Kummer sheaves). The arithmetic and geometric monodromy groups of a Kummer sheaf of F l -modules as in Proposition 2.5 are equal to µ d pF l q, the group of dth roots of unity in F l .
Proof. This is clear by the explicit construction of the Kummer sheaf (see e.g. [Del77, Section 4.7]).
The following two propositions extend the results over Q ℓ from [Kat88] , respectively [KS91] , and show that the finite monodromy groups are still as large as possible.
Proposition 3.4 (Kloosterman sheaves). Let n ě 2 be an integer and let Kl n be the sheaf of F l -modules from Proposition 2.7. If ℓ " n 1 with ℓ " 1 pmod 4q, then
If p " 1 pmod 4q and O is replaced by Zrζ p s, then this holds without restriction on ℓ pmod 4q.
Proof. See [PG16a, Theorem 1.6].
Proposition 3.5 (Families of hyperelliptic curves). In the setting of Proposition 2.8, assume that l is completely split, i.e. F l " F ℓ . For F the normalized sheaf of F ℓ -modules on P 1 Fq from Proposition 2.8, we have G geom pFq " G arith pFq " Sp 2g pF ℓ q.
Proof. It follows from a theorem of Hall [Hal08, Section 5] and Proposition 2.8 (2) (i.e. the geometric monodromy group contains a transvection) that G geom pFq " Sp 2g pF ℓ q.
Since we normalized, [KS91, Lemma 10.1.9] shows that the arithmetic monodromy group preserves the same pairing (without normalization, it is a group of symplectic similitudes with multiplicator q), so that Sp 2g pF ℓ q " G geom pFq ď G arith pFq ď Sp 2g pF ℓ q.
3.2.
Model. We are interested in the F l -valued random variablé
with respect to the uniform measure on F q .
Motivated by Chebotarev's density theorem/Deligne's equidistribution theorem (see e.g. [KS91, Chapter 9]), the idea is to model the G arith pFq 7 -valued random variable´ρ
by the random variable Y " πpXq, where X is uniformly distributed in G arith pFq, π : G arith pFq Ñ G arith pFq 7 is the projection to the conjugacy classes, and ρ 7 F : π 7 1,q Ñ G arith pFq 7 is the natural map induced by ρ F .
We shall then naturally model (3) by the random variable Z " trpY q.
Shifts.
Definition 3.6. For I Ă F q , we define
where E´a " tx´a : x P Eu for any E Ă F q and a P F q .
For I Ă F q of size L ě 1, we will then model the random vectoŕ´ρ
(with respect to the uniform measure on U F ,I pF) by the random vector
Correspondingly, we will model the random vector ppt F px`aqq aPI q xPFq by
Therefore, the sum of shiftś
PFq will be modeled by the random walk SpLq " Z 1`¨¨¨`ZL , as in [Lam13] and [LZ12] for multiplicative characters. This is also to be compared with the model used in [PG16b] and [PG17] for sheaves of Q ℓ -modules.
Remark 3.7. When x P SingpFq, ρ 7 F pFrob x,is not a well-defined conjugacy class in G arith pFq (rather one in GLpV Ix q). On the other hand, t F pxq is a well-defined element of F l for all x P P 1 pF.
3.3. Coherent families. We define a family of sheaves for which this model is accurate.
3.3.1. Definition.
Definition 3.8. Let F be a sheaf of F l -modules on P 1
Fq corresponding to a representation ρ F : π 1,q Ñ GL n pF l q. If σ P AutpF l q, we let σpFq be the sheaf corresponding to the representation σ˝ρ F :
Definition 3.9 (Coherent family). Let E be a number field and Λ be a set of valuations on E. A family pF λ q λPΛ , where F λ is an irreducible sheaf of F l -modules over a finite field F q " F qpλq , for l the prime ideal corresponding to λ, is coherent if:
(1) (Conductor) condpF λ q is uniformly bounded for λ P Λ. and either:
(2) Kummer case: There exists an integer d ě 2 such that every F λ is a Kummer sheaf with monodromy group µ d pF l q. (2 1 ) Cyclic simple case: There exists a prime d ě 2 such that for every λ P Λ: (a) (Monodromy groups) The arithmetic and geometric monodromy groups of F λ coincide and are equal to µ d pF l q. (b) (Independence of shifts) There is no geometric isomorphism of the form r`as˚F λ -F bi λ for 1 ď i ă d, a P Fq pλq . (2 2 ) Classical case: There exists G P tSL n : n ě 2u Ť tSp n : n ě 2 evenu such that for every λ P Λ: (a) (Monodromy groups) The geometric and arithmetic monodromy groups of F λ coincide and are conjugate to GpF l q in GL n pF l q (with respect to the standard representation). (b) (Independence of shifts) There is no geometric isomorphism of the form
for a P Fq pλq , σ P AutpF l q and L a sheaf of F l -modules of generic rank 1 on P 1
We call µ d , resp. SL n or Sp n the monodromy group structure of the family, and a bound on the conductor of the family is any uniform bound for condpF λ q (λ P Λ).
Remark 3.10. We fix the structure of the monodromy group, while we let F q and F l vary to study for example the reductions of a trace function whose values do not depend on λ, modulo various ideals (see Remark 2.4) as q Ñ 8. We could also let d, resp. n vary (in the Kummer, resp. classical case), but this is not a natural aspect in applications. Nonetheless, we note that the implied constants will not depend on d in our results.
Remark 3.11. This is to be compared with the coherent families of sheaves of Q ℓ -modules on P 1
Fq defined in [PG17] .
3.3.2. Examples.
Proposition 3.12 (Kummer sheaves). Let d ě 2 be an integer and let Λ be a set of valuations of Qpζ d q. A family pL χpf λ q,λ q λPΛ of Kummer sheaves, with monodromy group structure µ d and degpf λ q bounded uniformly, is coherent.
Proof. By Propositions 2.5 and 3.3, Conditions (1) and (2) of Definition 3.9 are satisfied.
Proposition 3.13 (Kloosterman sheaves). Let n ě 2 be an integer and let Λ be a set of valuations of Qpζ 4p q. We assume that every λ P Λ lies above a prime ℓ " n 1 with ℓ " 1 pmod 4q, as in Proposition 3.4. A family pKl n,λ q λPΛ of Kloosterman sheaves of rank n, as in Proposition 2.7, is coherent.
Proof. By Propositions 2.7 and 3.4, Conditions (1) and (2 2 a) of Definition 3.9 are satisfied. It remains to show the independence of shifts (Condition (2 2 b)), which can be done exactly as in the Q ℓ case in [PG17, Section 7] by analyzing the local ramification on both sides of an isomorphism of the form (5).
Proposition 3.14 (Families of hyperelliptic curves). Let f P ZrXs be a squarefree polynomial of degree 2g ě 2 and let Λ be a set of valuations of Qpζ 4p q of degree 1 (i.e. corresponding to completely split ideals). A family pF λ q λPΛ of sheaves of F ℓ -modules with respect to the reductions of f as in Proposition 2.8 is coherent.
Proof. By Propositions 2.8 and 3.5, Conditions (1) and (2 2 a) of Definition 3.9 are satisfied, and it suffices to verify the independence of shifts (Condition (2 2 b)). Again, the argument is the same as the one over
Sp n (n even)
npn`1q 2 n 2 npn`2q 8 npn`2q 4 n 2 4 Table 1 . Constants for the groups considered.
3.4. Accuracy of the model.
Definition 3.15. Let pF λ q λPΛ be a coherent family with monodromy group structure G and let I Ă F q . We say that a sheaf of F l -modules F λ on P 1 Fq in the family is I-compatible if either:
-The family is in the cyclic simple case or the classical case (cases (2 1 ) and (2 2 ) of Definition 3.9). -The family is in the Kummer case (case (2) of Definition 3.9), so that F λ " L χpf q for χ : Fq Ñ Cˆa character of order d, f " f 1 {f 2 P F q pXq with pf 1 , f 2 q " 1, and we have that
Example 3.16. Condition (6) holds if degpf q " 1 or if for an arbitrary F pbasis of F q with coordinates π i : F q Ñ t1, . . . , pu we have max aPI π i paq ă p{ degpf 1 q for some 1 ď i ď e.
Definition 3.17. Let L ě 1 be an integer and G be the monodromy group structure of a coherent family. We define
with β˘pGq " pdim G˘rank Gq{2, given in Table 1 .
Theorem 3.18. Let pF λ q λPΛ be a coherent family with monodromy group structure G. For λ P Λ, let I Ă F q " F qpλq be of cardinality L and h : pGpF l q 7 q I Ñ R be any function. If F " F λ is an I-compatible sheaf on P 1 Fq , then
where the random variables Y i and probability spaces are as in Section 3.2, ||h|| 8 " max xPpGpF l q 7 q I |hpxq|. Moreover, if h takes values in R ě0 , then the above is
The implied constants depend only on the monodromy group structure and a bound on the conductor of the family.
Remark 3.19. When I " t0u, this is Chebotarev's theorem as it appears for example in [Kow06] .
Corollary 3.20. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.18, for any function h :
where the random variables Z i are probability spaces are as in Section 3.2.
If h takes values in R ě0 , then the above is
Remark 3.21. Note that we must take L ă q 1{2 to have EpG, L, F l qL " opq 1{2 q as q Ñ`8. 
for Kloosterman sums). Hence, we must in this case take e large enough with respect to L, which is a limitation of the method to keep in mind. Note however that it is not unusual to encounter results stated in fixed characteristic with the degree e going to infinity (see e.g. [KS91, Chapter 9] and [Kat88, Chapter 3]).
Proof of Theorem 3.18 and Corollary 3.20
In the following, we use the notations of Theorem 3.18 and we let I "
Definition 4.1. For v P pG 7 q I " pv 1 , . . . , v L q and p G the set of characters of irreducible complex representations of G, we define
We start with the following relation between the expected values we are interested in:
is given by
When h is nonnegative, (7) is also
Proof. By definition, the left-hand side of (7) 
where |v| denotes the size of a conjugacy class v P G 7 . On the other hand,
To prove Theorem 3.18, we thus want to show that the expression
in Epvq is small for χ 1 , . . . , χ L PĜ not all trivial and v P pG 7 q I .
Reinterpretation of (8).
Definition 4.3. We fix an isomorphism of fields ι : Q ℓ Ñ C. For η : G Ñ GLpV q a complex representation, we let F η be the sheaf of Q ℓ -modules on P 1 Fq corresponding to the representation
Remark 4.4. Since G is discrete, there are no issues with the continuity of the composition ι´1˝η˝ρ F , even if ι is not continuous.
Note that the trace function of F η at unramified points is
where χ is the character of η. Thus, we can rewrite (8) as
is a sheaf of Q ℓ -modules on P
Fq , is precisely the question surveyed in [FKM15b] . We need the following estimate, where the dependency with respect to the conductors is precisely tracked:
Proposition 4.5. Let pF i q 1ďiďL be a tuple of pointwise pure of weight 0 sheaves of Q ℓ -modules on P 1 Fq , with corresponding trace functions pt i : F q Ñ Cq 1ďiďL . We assume that the arithmetic and geometric monodromy groups of G " À L i"1 F i coincide and are as large as possible, i.e. isomorphic to
with an absolute implied constant, where
Swan x pF i q¸.
By [Kat88, Lemma 1.3], we also have Swan x pFq ď rankpFq ř L i"1 Swan x pF i q for any x P SingpFq. Thus, Theorem 2.1 yields
If F i corresponds to the representation ρ i : π 1,q Ñ GL n i pQ ℓ q with arithmetic monodromy group G i , we let Std i : G i Ñ GL n i pQ ℓ q be the standard representation of G i . If ρ G is the representation of π 1,q corresponding to G, then the sheaf F corresponds to the representation Λ˝ρ G for Λ "
where Λ H is the space of coinvariants of Λ with respect to the action of a subgroup H ď G arith pGq. If the geometric monodromy group of G is as large as possible, then
If moreover G arith pGq " G geom pGq, the Frobenius acts trivially on F π geom 1,q -Λ GgeompGq " Λ G arith pGq and
This leads to the following estimates for (8):
. . , a L P F q be distinct, and let η i be complex irreducible representations of G, not all trivial, with characters χ i p1 ď i ď Lq. We assume that one of the following holds:
(1) The arithmetic and geometric monodromy groups of À 1ďiďL r`a i s˚F η i coincide and are as big as possible, i.e. isomorphic to
with δ " 0 in case (1) and δ " 1 otherwise.
Proof. It suffices to show that the sum of products (8) is
. . , χ L are not all trivial, since we then have
and ? q{|V pF| ď q´1 {2 |1´q´1L condpFq|. (1) We note that F η is geometrically irreducible, rankpF η q " dim η, SingpF η q is contained in SingpFq and Swan x pF η q ď dim η Swan x pFq for all x P P 1 pF(by [Kat88, 3.6 .2]). By Proposition 4.5 applied with F i " r`a i s˚F η i , the sum (8) is thus
By
As in [PG17, Section 4], we see that, under the compatibility assumption, g cannot be a d-power unless all b i are zero.
4.3.
Finite Goursat-Kolchin-Ribet criteria. It remains to determine when Hypothesis (1) of Proposition 4.6 holds. For sheaves of A " Q ℓ -modules, this is handled by the Goursat-Kolchin-Ribet criterion of Katz (see [FKM15b] ). We give here an analogue for sheaves of F l -modules.
4.3.1. Preliminaries. First, recall the classical Goursat Lemma:
Lemma 4.7 (Goursat). Let G 1 , G 2 be groups (resp. Lie algebras) and H ď G 1ˆG2 be a subgroup (resp. Lie subalgebra) such that the two projections p i : H Ñ G i pi " 1, 2q are surjective.
Proof. See for example [Rib76, Lemma 5.2.1].
Lemma 4.8 ([Rib76, Lemma 5.2.2 and p. 791]). Let G 1 , . . . , G n be nontrivial finite groups with no proper nontrivial abelian quotients and let G ď G 1ˆ¨¨¨ˆGn be such that every projection G Ñ G iˆGj pi ‰ jq is surjective. Then G " G 1ˆ¨¨¨ˆGn .
Proof. In [Rib76] , this is stated when G i has no nontrivial abelian quotient, and the condition is used at the end of the proof of the sublemma, [Rib76, p. 764]. In the notations of the latter, B 1 {K 1 is abelian, and if B 1 " S n has no proper nontrivial abelian quotient, then either K 1 " B 1 and one can conclude, or K 1 is trivial, which implies that S n is trivial.
Definition 4.9. Let k be a field. A pair pG i Ñ GLpV ii"1,2 (or pG i Ñ PGLpV ii"1,2 ) of faithful group representations over k is Goursat-adapted if every isomorphism
with σ P Autpkq, σ " id unless k is finite.
Example 4.10. Let G P tPSL n pkq : n ě 2u Ť tPSp n{2 pkq : n ě 2 evenu for k be a finite field. If G 1 , G 2 are conjugate to G, then pG i , Stdq i"1,2 is Goursat-adapted, where Std is the natural embedding in PGL n pkq. Indeed, by [Gor82, 4 .237] and [Car72, Theorem 12.5.1], if G is a finite simple group of Lie type defined over k, every automorphism can be written as the product of an inner, graph, diagonal, and field automorphism; more precisely,
where DiagpGq (resp. GraphpGq) is the group of diagonal automorphisms (resp. the group of graph automorphisms of the corresponding Dynkin diagram). But for n ě 2, GraphpA n´1 q -Z{2 (corresponding to the transposeinverse map) while GraphpC n q is trivial, with the standard nomenclature for Dynkin diagrams.
Finite groups of Lie type.
Proposition 4.11 (Goursat-Kolchin-Ribet for quasisimple groups). Let π be a topological group, k be a finite field, F be a field, and for i " 1, . . . , N , let ρ i : π Ñ GLpV i q be a finite-dimensional representation over k with finite monodromy group G i " ρ i pπq ď GLpV i q, and η i : G i Ñ GLpW i q be a nontrivial representation over F .
We consider the representation ρ " '
We assume that:
(1) The groups G i are quasisimple, i.e. they are perfect pG i " G der i q and
for χ a 1-dimensional representation of π over k and σ P Autpkq.
Then G is as large as possible, i.e. G " ś i pG i { ker η i q.
Proof. Since G i is quasisimple, note that we have either: -G i " ZpG i q ker η i . By taking derived subgroups, this gives G der i " G i ď pker η i q der ď ker η i , so ker η i " G i and η i is trivial, which is excluded; -ker η i ď ZpG i q.
For H any group, let us continue to denote H 1 " H{ZpHq. By perfectness, it is enough to show that
Since a quasisimple group has no nontrivial abelian quotient (the derived subgroup is the smallest normal subgroup with an abelian quotient), it is enough to treat the case n " 2 by Lemma 4.8. By Goursat's Lemma 4.7 and the simplicity of
In the second case, since the center of GL is the group of scalar matrices, the isomorphism given by hypothesis (2) lifts to an isomorphism contradicting (3).
Remarks 4.12. Proposition 4.11 should be compared with Katz's version over an algebraically closed field [Kat90, 1.8.2]. Here, we more generally compute the monodromy group of ' N i"1 pη i˝ρi q instead of ' N i"1 ρ i , while still assuming Condition (3) only on ρ i (and not on η i˝ρi ). Over an algebraically closed field, the 1-dimensional representations appear when passing from G to G 0,der , while in Proposition 4.11 they appear when passing from G to G 1 . Moreover, the assumption of quasisimplicity here plays the role of the semisimplicity hypothesis in [Kat90] .
Example 4.13. Let k be a finite field and n ě 1 be an integer. By [MT11, Theorem 24.17], SL n pkq and Sp 2n pkq with their standard representations are quasisimple as soon as |k| ą 3. Hence, by Example 4.10, conditions (1) and (2) of Proposition 4.11 hold if there exists G P tPSL n pkq : n ě 2u Y tPSp 2n pkq : n ě 1u such that every G i is conjugate to G.
4.3.3.
Roots of unity. Lastly, we give a version of the Goursat-Kolchin-Ribet criterion for cyclic groups of prime order.
Proposition 4.14. For i " 1, . . . , L, let ρ i : π Ñ kˆbe a one-dimensional representations over a field k of a topological group π, with monodromy group G i " ρ i pπq -Z{d (d prime), and let η i : G i Ñ Fˆbe a nontrivial representation over a field F . Consider the representation ρ " ' i pη i˝ρi q : π Ñ ś i Fŵ ith monodromy group G " ρpπq. If there is no isomorphism of the form ρ i -ρ ba j for i ‰ j, 1 ď a ă d, then G is as large as possible, i.e. G - 
The case h nonnegative is treated similarly by the second part of Proposition 4.2.
Proof of Corollary 3.20. By writing
the first relation follows by Theorem 3.18, and one argues similarly for the second one.
Computations in the model
In this section, we carry out preliminary computations and observations in the probabilistic model.
Throughout, we let G ď GL n pF l q, X 1 , . . . , X L independent random variables uniformly distributed in G, Y i " πpX i q for π : G Ñ G 7 the projection, and Z i " tr Y i .
Random walks in monodromy groups.
Proposition 5.1. For all A Ă F l and L ě 1, the probability P pZ 1`¨¨¨`ZL P Aq is given by
In particular, for a P F l ,
Proof. By Schur's orthogonality relations for the finite group F l ,
The first statement follows from summing the previous equation over a P A.
Gaussian sums.
For ψ a nontrivial character of F l , we will call the sum ř vPG ψptr vq a "Gaussian sum over G", by analogy with the case G " µ d pF l q (see Section 5.2 below). We can expect it to be small uniformly with respect to ψ, say 
Similarly, if A is "well-distributed" in F l , we expect
for some αpAq ą 0, uniformly with respect to ψ P p F l . The trivial bound corresponds to αpAq " 0.
Thus, we can rewrite Proposition 5.1 as:
If the bounds (10) and (12) hold, then
or all L ě 1. In particular,
It is insightful to distinguish the following cases to analyze the ranges of the parameters in Corollary 5.2:
(2) If αpGq ď 1 and L ď 1{αpGq, then we have P pZ 1`¨¨¨`ZL " aq ! |F l |´L αpGq , which shows that Z 1`¨¨¨`ZL is "not too concentrated" at any point a P F l .
Example 5.3. We will see that for G " SL n pF l q or Sp n pF l q, we always have αpGq ą 1. On the other hand, αpµ d pF lă 1.
In the next two sections, we investigate bounds of the form (10) (or (11)) for the monodromy groups G we are interested in: roots of unity and classical groups over finite fields.
5.2.
Gaussian sums in µ d pF l q: exponential sums over subgroups of Fl . We assume that F l contains a primitive dth root of unity. For G " µ d pF l q ď Fl , the sum (10) is a "character sum with exponentials"
or equivalently a sum over a subgroup of Fl .
For F l " F ℓ , the latter appear in works of Korobov, Shparlinski, HeathBrown-Konyagin, Konyagin, Bourgain-Glibichuk-Konyagin and others, which give nontrivial bounds for d not too small compared to ℓ. Square-root cancellation corresponds to αpGq ě log d 2 log ℓ , and log d log ℓ ă 1 since ℓ " 1 pmod dq. We first review the results of Heath-Brown-Konyagin which give explicit bounds for d at least of the order of ℓ 1{3 .
Theorem 5.4 ([HBK00, Theorem 1]).
For ψ a nontrivial additive character of F ℓ , (10) holds with G " µ d pF ℓ q and αpGq " α in any of the following three cases:
On the other hand, the results of Bourgain and others give (non-explicit) bounds for d as small as desired: Remark 5.6. The αpδq arising in Theorem 5.5 are not estimated explicitly in [BK03] 5 , but one typically expects them to be very small.
The situation is more complicated when F l has nonprime order: By using the formalism of trace functions (or the properties of general Artin-Schreier sheaves in the case of additive characters), we can get a result valid in the range of Korobov's:
Proposition 5.7. Let H be a subgroup of Fq of index k and t : F q Ñ C be a trace function corresponding to a geometrically irreducible ℓ-adic sheaf F on P 1
Fq . If either rankpFq ą 1 or if the function x Þ Ñ tpx k q is nonconstant
Proof. Since Fq is cyclic, we have H " tx k : x P Fq u and ř xPH tpxq " 1 k ř xPFq tpx k q. The sheaf F 1 " rx Þ Ñ x k s˚F is geometrically irreducible and t F 1 pxq " tpxq when x k P U F pF. By Theorem 2.1, the sum is
unless F 1 is geometrically trivial. In the latter case F 1 -α b Q ℓ for some α P Q ℓ by Clifford theory (since π 1,q {π geom 1,q -GalpF q {F), so that t F px k q " α whenever x k P U F pF.
Corollary 5.8. The bound (10) for G " µ d pF l q holds uniformly with respect to all nontrivial ψ P p F l with αpGq " α P p0, 1{2q whenever d ě |F l | 1{2`α .
Remark 5.9. Alternatively, one could also proceed by completion as in [Kor89] .
By [BC06] , the results of Bourgain and others (Theorem 5.5) generalize to all finite fields, up to adding an assumption involving subfields: -d is prime and F l " F ℓ pµ d q, or -F l " F ℓ (recovering Theorem 5.5) or rF l : F ℓ s is prime, or -δ ą 1{2 (recovering Corollary 5.8).
5.3. Gaussian sums in classical groups over finite fields. Let us now assume that G is a finite classical group of Lie type in GL n pF l q.
Proposition 5.12. Let F l be a finite field and n ě 2 be an integer. The bound (10) holds for
Sp n pF l q, SOń pF l q (n even)
npn`2q 8 SO n pF l q (n odd)
SOǹ pF l q (n even) npn´2q 8
Remark 5.13. By Lemma 4.16,
so square-root cancellation corresponds to αpGq ą dimpGq{2. Hence, by the dimensions given in Table 1 , there is square-root cancellation in the special linear case, but not for the others. Note that the quality of the bounds improves as n grows.
Proof. We use the explicit evaluation of Gaussian sums over finite classical groups carried out in [Kim97a] , [Kim98a] and [Kim98b] using the Bruhat decomposition. Let a P Fl corresponding to ψ through the isomorphism p
(1) By [Kim97a, Theorem 4.2], the Gaussian sum (10) for GL n pF l q is equal to p´1q n |F l | and Lemma 4.16, the Gaussian sum (10) for SL n pF l q is
for L " |F l |, where the last sum is over integers 2l´3 ď j 1 ď m´2r´1, 2l´5 ď j 2 ď j 1´2 , . . . , 1 ď j l´1 ď j l´2´2 and
Using that ś r i"1 pL 2i´1´1 q ă L r 2 and
for t " m´2r (see [Kim98b, Remark (1) p. 65] for the second one), we find that the Gaussian sum is (6) This is analogous to (3), using [Kim97b, Theorem A].
Equidistribution of shifted short sums
As a first application of Theorem 3.18, we prove in particular Propositions 1.1 and 1.3 introduced in Section 1.5.1.
6.1. Statement of the result.
Theorem 6.1. Let pF λ q λPΛ be a coherent family with monodromy group structure G. For λ P Λ, let t : F q Ñ F l be the trace function associated to the sheaf F " F λ , I Ă F q of size L such that F is I-compatible, and a P F l .
(1) If G is classical, then the probability P`Spt, I`xq " a˘(with respect to the uniform measure on F q ) is equal to
uniformly with respect to a, where αpGq, β˘pGq ą 0 are given explicitly in Table 1 .
(2) If G " µ d , for every δ P p0, 1q there exists α " αpδq ą 0 such that the probability the probability P`Spt, I`xq " a˘is
uniformly with respect to a, when Condition (16) holds 6 for all proper subfields F ď F l . Moreover:
is d ě ℓ δ and explicitly, we can choose αpδq as in (2). The implied constants depend only on the monodromy group structure and on a bound on the conductor of the family.
Proof. By Corollary 3.20 and Proposition 5.1, we have for all a P F l that the probability P pSpt, I`xq " aq is equal to
In the classical case, note that αpGq ą 1 by Table 1. 6.2. Analysis of the ranges.
6.2.1. Case G classical. Since αpGq ą 1, the error term of (17) is negligible with respect to the main term (i.e. with a ratio which is op1q) when
for Kloosterman sums), this implies that e ą 2pLβ`pGq`2β´pGqq (see Section 3.5).
6.2.2. Case G cyclic. The error term of (17) is negligible with respect to the main term when L ą 1{α ą 1 and Ld L`1 " opq 1{2 q. In particular, 1 ă 1{α ă L ă log q{2.
6.3. Examples.
6.3.1. Kloosterman sums. By Proposition 3.13, Theorem 6.1 gives Proposition 1.1. Replacing a by aq pn´1q{2 and using the uniformity statement shows that the results hold as well for unnormalized Kloosterman sums.
6.3.2. Point-counting on families of curves. The case n even of Proposition 1.1 also applies to the point-counting on families of hyperelliptic curves from Proposition 3.14 when F l " F ℓ , normalized or not.
6.3.3. Multiplicative characters. By Proposition 3.12 and Example 3.16, Theorem 6.1 yields Proposition 1.3.
Distribution of families of short sums
As a second application of the probabilistic model developed above, we generalize the results of [LZ12] on the distribution of residues of sums over partial intervals of the Legendre symbol to the distribution of sums of reduced trace functions in coherent families, giving in particular the results from Section 1.5.2. 7.1. Families of short sums.
Definition and examples.
Definition 7.1. Let t : F q Ñ F l be any function. A family of sums with respect to t is a family´S
for a finite parameter space I with an injective map I Ñ PpF, k Þ Ñ Ipkq, where PpFis the set of subsets of F q .
Examples 7.2.
(1) (Intervals) When q " p, we can study sums over the integer intervals tIpkq " t1, . . . , ku : k P Iu for a parameter set I Ă t1, . . . , pu -F p .
(2) (Boxes) More generally, when q " p e , we can fix a F p -basis of F q , identify F q with t1, . . . , pu e , and study sums over the "boxes"
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Ipkq " t1, . . . , k 1 uˆt1, . . . , k 2 uˆ¨¨¨ˆt1, . . . , k e u, with k " pk 1 , . . . , k e q P I Ă t1, . . . , pu e . (3) (Shifted subsets) For I, E Ă F q , we can consider the translates
Ipxq " E`x " ty`x : y P Eu of E by elements x P I. (4) (Combining families) Given families I i Ñ PpF p q (i " 1, . . . , e), we can form the family I " I 1ˆ¨¨¨ˆIe over F q -F e p defined by
7.1.2. Distribution questions. We are interested in the distribution of the random variable (20) with the uniform measure on I, asymptotically with respect to the parameters q and |F l |. Thus, we are led to study the density Φpt, I, aq :" |tk P I : Spt, Ipkqq " au| |I| pa P F l q.
Example 7.3. Let ℓ ě 2 be an integer and consider the family I of Example 7.2 (1) with t "´p¯: F p Ñ F ℓ the Legendre symbol, a multiplicative character of order 2. As we mentioned in the introduction, one of the main results of [LZ12] is that
niformly with respect to a P F ℓ , as p Ñ`8. Therefore, the random variable (20) converges in law to the uniform distribution on F ℓ if ℓ is fixed, p Ñ`8, and more generally we have Φpt, I, aq "
Our goal is to generalize this result in different directions: for other reductions of trace functions (such as multiplicative characters of any order, Kloosterman sums and point-counting functions on families of curves), for other families of short sums, and in the case q ą p.
Example 7.4. The study of Φpt, I, aq for the family of Example 7.2 (3) is the finite analogue of the distribution questions considered in [PG17] , generalizing [Lam13] to trace functions. 7.2. Equidistribution on average/for shifted families. Given a rather generic family I Ñ PpF, we could expect the random variable (20) to converge to the uniform distribution on F l . Albeit we cannot show that in this most general setting, we have nonetheless a result on average over shifts.
Definition 7.5. For a family I Ñ PpF, we denote by I 1 " IˆF q Ñ PpFthe shifted family defined by I 1 pk, xq " Ipkq`x, and we let the families I`x " I 1 p¨, xq : I Ñ PpFfor x P F q ,
Hence, for a family I Ñ PpF, we have I " I`0 " I 1 p¨, 0q and
Φpt, I`x, aq " |tk P I : Spt, Ipkq`xq " au| |I| px P F,
for any function t : F q Ñ F l and a P F l .
Definition 7.6. For a family I Ñ PpF, we define the quantities
h I pdq "ˇˇtpk 1 , k 2 q P I 2 : |Ipk 1 q∆Ipk 2 q| " duˇˇpd ě 1q,
where ∆ denotes the symmetric difference operator.
The following will be proven in Sections 7.4-7.6:
Theorem 7.7. Let pF λ q λPΛ be a coherent family with monodromy group structure G. For λ P Λ, let t : F q Ñ F l be the trace function associated to the sheaf F " F λ , and let I be a family of sums with respect to t so that F is Ť kPI Ipkq-compatible. The averaged variance
is equal to 1 |I|´1`O´Ṽ pt, Iq¯w ithṼ pt, Iq given by
for αpGq, β˘pGq ą 0 given in Table 1 . The implied constants depend only on the monodromy group structure and on a bound on the conductor of the family.
Thus, V pt, Iq should be small as |I| Ñ`8, and we have:
Corollary 7.8. In the setting of Theorem 7.7,
niformly with respect to a P F l .
Proof. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality applied to the sum over x,
7.3. Consequences. Using Corollary 7.8, we can obtain results for unshifted "complete" (i.e. parametrized by F q ) families by averaging over an auxiliary family of appropriate size. This is the idea exploited in [LZ12] for the family of Example 7.3. The results presented in this section will be proven in Sections 7.7-7.9.
Definition 7.9. For a subset E Ă F q and a fixed choice of a F p -basis of F q which identifies the latter with t1, . . . , pu e , the bounding box B E of E is defined as E Ă B E " ś e i"1 rmin xPE x i , max xPE x i s Ă F q . 7.3.1. Shifts of small subsets. First, we consider shifts of subsets of moderate size following Example 7.2 (3). The Gaussian distribution for complex-valued trace functions from [PG17] becomes a uniform distribution when the latter are reduced in F l : Proposition 7.10 (Shifts of small subsets). Let pF λ q λPΛ be a coherent family with monodromy group structure G. For λ P Λ, let t : F q Ñ F l be the trace function associated to the sheaf F " F λ on P 1
Fq . Let ε, ε 1 P p0, 1{2q, δ P p0, 1q, and let E Ă F q . We assume that:
-For a fixed F p -basis of F q , identifying the latter with t1, . . . , pu e , we have |B E | ă q 1{2´ε 1 and B E Ă r0, δpq e . -If F " L χpf q is a Kummer sheaf with f " f 1 {f 2 P F q pXq, pf 1 , f 2 q " 1, then δ ă 1{ degpf 1 q.
Then the density P`Spt, E`xq " a˘" |tx P F q : Spt, E`xq " au| q is given by
uniformly for all a P F l , where the implied constants depend on ε, ε 1 , δ, on the monodromy structure and on a bound on the conductor of the family.
Remark 7.11. This is nontrivial if |E| log |F l | " oplog(resp. |E| log d " oplog.
Note that when the sheaf F of F l -modules from which t arises comes from the reduction of a sheaf of Zrζ 4p s λ -modules (e.g. for Kloosterman sums), we must thus take |E| " opeq (see Section 3.5).
Remark 7.12. The first condition about B E in the statement can be included in the second one by taking δ ă p´1 {2´ε 1 .
By taking E " t0u, we get the following corollary, which should be compared with the case I " t0u of Theorem 6.1:
Corollary 7.13. Let pF λ q λPΛ be a coherent family with monodromy group structure G. For λ P Λ, let t : F q Ñ F l be the trace function associated to the sheaf F " F λ on P 1
Fq , and let ε P p0, 1{2q. We assume that if
2˙: G cyclic uniformly for all a P F l , where the implied constants depend on ε, on a bound on the conductor of the family, and on the type of G in the classical case.
Example 7.14. By Section 3.3.2, Proposition 7.10 and Corollary 7.13 apply to:
-Kloosterman sums of fixed rank (normalized or not) and multiplicative characters composed with rational functions, giving Proposition 1.4. -Point-counting functions for families of hyperelliptic curves (normalized or not). Proposition 7.15 (Partial intervals). Let pF λ q λPΛ be a coherent family with monodromy group structure G. For λ P Λ, let t : F q Ñ F l be the trace function associated to the sheaf F " F λ , and let ε, ε 1 P p0, 1{2q. We assume that if G " µ d with F l ‰ F ℓ and d nonprime, then Condition (16) holds (e.g. d ě |F l | 1{2`α for some α ą 0). Then the density P`Spt, t1, . . . , xuq " a˘" |t1 ď k ď p : Spt, t1, . . . , kuq " au| p is given by
uniformly for all a P F l , where the implied constants depend on ε, ε 1 , on a bound on the conductor of the family, and on the monodromy group structure of the family.
Examples 7.16. By Section 3.3.2:
(1) This applies to multiplicative characters of Fp of order d composed with f P QpXq whose zeros and poles have orders not divisible by d, giving Proposition 1.3. When χ is the Legendre symbol, this is the result of [LZ12] . By the orthogonality relations, the third summand of the error term vanishes if f " X. (2) With d " 2 and F l " F ℓ , this also applies to the point-counting functions on families of hyperelliptic curves from Proposition 2.8. See also [MZ14] for an analogue of [LZ12] to the counting of points of a plane curve in rectangles.
Remark 7.17. We will see that it is unclear whether this can be generalized to the case e ě 2 (see Example 7.2 (2)) because of "diagonal" terms in the errors. Since the case d " p, G classical forces to take e Ñ`8 (see Section 3.5 and Remark 7.11), Proposition 7.15 does not make sense for Kloosterman sums.
Even though Proposition 7.15 does not extend to "boxes" in F q -F e p with e ě 2, we nonetheless have the following for a family of type (4) from Example 7.2.
Proposition 7.18 (Partial intervals with shifts of small subsets). Let pF λ q λPΛ be a coherent family with monodromy group structure G. For λ P Λ, let t : F q Ñ F l be the trace function associated to the sheaf F " F λ on P 1 Fq , and let ε, ε 1 P p0, 1{2q, δ P p0, 1q. We fix a F p -basis of F q and identify the latter with t1, . . . , pu e . We let E 2 , . . . , E e Ă t1, . . . , pu be such that
where B E is the bounding box of E " E 2ˆ¨¨¨ˆEe in F e´1 p . Moreover, we assume that:
Then the density |tpx 1 , . . . , x e q P F e p : Spt, t1, . . . , x 1 uˆś e i"2 pE i`xi" au| q (with respect to any F p -basis of F q ) is equal to
uniformly for all a P F l , where the implied constants depend on ε, ε 1 and δ.
Example 7.19. As for Proposition 7.10, this applies by Section 3.3.2 to: -Kloosterman sums of fixed rank (normalized or not), multiplicative characters composed with rational functions, giving Proposition 1.6. -Point-counting functions on families of hyperelliptic curves (normalized or not).
7.4. Probabilistic model. Let F be a sheaf of F l -modules on P 1 Fq , part of a coherent family, with monodromy group G ď GL n pF l q. We apply the probabilistic model from Section 3 to study of the distribution of families of short sums.
Again, we let X be a random variable uniformly distributed in G, and Z be its image through the map G Ñ G 7 tr Ý Ñ F l . Moreover, let pZ i q iPN be a sequence of independent random variables distributed like Z.
For a finite subset I Ă N, we define the random variable
on the probability space G N . For a finite parameter space I with a map I Ñ P f pNq, we consider for all a P F l the random variable ΦpI, aq " |tk P I : SpIpkqq " au| |I| .
In this setting, Corollary 3.20 gives information about the distribution of Φpt, I, aq averaged over shifts of the family I by elements of F q : Proposition 7.20. In the above setting, if F is Ť kPI Ipkq-compatible, for any function h : F l Ñ R ě0 and any a P F l , we have
In other words, for all a P F l the random variable pΦpt, I`x, aqq xPFq converges in law (with respect to the parameters, q, |F l |, I) to the random variable ΦpI, aq if the error term is op1q as the parameters vary. 7.5. Expected value. We first consider the expected value of ΦpI, aq, which gives a preliminary version of Theorem 7.7 and a motivation for the next section, where the former will be improved by analyzing the variance. The improvement will concern the quality of the error term, the uniformity with respect to a, and the ability to obtain Proposition 7.15 by removing the shifts for some specific families. 7.5.1. Computation in the model. Definition 7.21. For a family I Ñ PpF, we define g I pdq " |tk P I : |Ipkq| " du| pd ě 0q,
g I pdq n αd pn ą 0, α ą 0q.
Proposition 7.22. In the notations of Section 7.4, we have for a P F l :
Proof. By Corollary 5.2,
7.5.2. Conclusion. By Propositions 7.20 and 7.22, we get the following preliminary version of Theorem 7.7: Proposition 7.23. Let pF λ q λPΛ be a coherent family with monodromy group structure G. For λ P Λ, let t : F q Ñ F l be the trace function associated to the sheaf F " F λ on P 1
Fq , and let I be a family of sums such that F is Ť kPI Ipkq-compatible. For all a P F l ,
As a corollary, we obtain as well a preliminary version of Proposition 7.32 about unshifted "complete" families, by exchanging summations (see (21)):
Corollary 7.24. In the setting of Proposition 7.23, assume that for all a P F l , Φpt, I k , aq does not depend on k. Then
Example 7.25. In particular, for the family I of Example 7.2 (3), we have for all k P I that tIpkq`x : x P F q u " tE`y`x : x P F q u " tE`x : x P F q u, so for all a P F l the density Φpt, I k , aq does not depend on k. By choosing I as an "averaging set" of appropriate size, we would obtain a preliminary version of Proposition 7.10.
7.6. Approximate variance. As in [LZ12] , we now consider the "approximate variance"ˆΦ pI, aq´1
in the sense that we replace the true expected value of the random variable ΦpI, aq by the approximation given by Proposition 7.22. This corresponds to the quantityˆΦ
and it is clear that bounding the latter gives a result about the distribution of Φpt, I, aq, uniformly with respect to a P F l .
7.6.1. Computation in the model.
Proposition 7.26. In the notations of Section 7.4, we have
Proof. As in Proposition 5.1, we have by orthogonality that
Again by orthogonality, ř
Since SpIpk 1 qq´SpIpk 2" SpIpk 1 qzIpk 2 qq´SpIpk 2 qzIpk 1with Ipk 1 qzIpk 2 q and Ipk 2 qzIpk 1 q disjoint, we have by independence
EpψpZqq |Ipk 1 qzIpk 2 q| EpψpZqq |Ipk 2 qzIpk 1 q| .
By the bound on Gaussian sums (10), E pψpZqq , E pψp´Zqq ! |F l |´α pGq uniformly with respect to ψ, whence the result. 
in Theorem 7.8, where α " αpGq.
7.7.1. Estimates for V pt, Iq.
Definition 7.27. For a family I Ñ PpF, we define m I " max kPI |Ipkq| and A I " min k 1 ‰k 2 PI |Ipk 1 q∆Ipk 2 q|.
Lemma 7.28. In the notations of Definitions 7.6, 7.21 and 7.27, we have the bounds M I ď |I|m I , 1 ď A I ď 2M I , and
The bound for H I pα, nq can be improved for the following families:
(1) If I is totally ordered by some order ă with Ipk 1 q Ă Ipk 2 q for k 1 ă k 2 , and if I is determined by its cardinality, then H I pα, nq ! n´α A I . In particular, this holds for the family I Ă t1, . . . , pu, Ipkq " t1, . . . , ku e Ă F e p -F q of Example 7.2 (1). (2) For the family I of Example 7.2 (3), we have H I pα, nq ! max 0ďdă|E|ˇt y P B I : |E X pE`yq| " duˇň αA I
where B I " ty 1´y2 : y 1 , y 2 P I distinctu. In particular, if
then H I pα, nq !
. This is an improvement over the previous bound if |I| ą |E|.
Proof. The trivial bound 1 ď h I pdq ď |I| 2 gives the first bound for H I pαq.
(1) Under the first hypothesis, h I pdq " 2|tk 1 ă k 2 : |Ipk 2 q| " |Ipk 1 q|`du|.
for all d ě 1. If Ipkq is moreover is determined by its cardinality, then h I pdq ď 2|I|.
(2) We have (1) For some family I 2 and functions f 1 : F qˆI Ñ I 2 , f 2 : F q Ñ F l we have Spt, I 1 pk, xqq " S`t, I 2 pf 1 px, kqq˘`f 2 pxq pk P I, x P F.
(2) There exists a function f 3 : I Ñ R`and a family I 3 : F q Ñ PpFsuch that for all a P F l and k P I |tx P F q : Spt, I 2 pf 1 px, k" au| " |tx P F q : Spt, I 3 pxqq " au| Opf 3 pkqq.
In particular, if the set tI 2 pf 1 px, kqq : x P F q u does not depend on k P I, this holds true with f 3 " 0 and I 3 pxq " I 2 pf 1 px, k 0for any k 0 P I. niformly with respect to a P F l .
In other words, we use I as an "averaging family" to get asymptotic equidistribution for the complete family I 3 , and the error term depends on I. Note that the averaging over a P F l gives some additional freedom in comparison with the preliminary version from Corollary 7.24. Finally, by Condition (2), ÿ aPF lˆ| tx P F q : Spt, I 3 pxqq " au| q´1 |F l |`Oˆ| |f 3 || 8 q˙˙2 ! V pt, Iq.
Example 7.33. For the family I of Example 7.2 (3), we have by Example 7.25 that: -Condition (1) of Proposition 7.32 holds with I 2 " I, f 1 px, kq " k`x and f 2 " 0. -Condition (2) holds with f 3 " 0 and I 3 " I 0 " I 1 p0,¨q, since tx`k :
x P F q u " F q for all k P F q .
7.9. Applications of Proposition 7.32. In the following paragraphs, we use Proposition 7.32 to prove Propositions 7.10, 7.15 and 7.18. The general idea is to find an averaging family I of size large enough to get asymptotic equidistribution in Corollary 7.8, and the assumptions we make are precisely to allow that, according to Lemma 7.29. 7.9.1. Choice of the averaging family. When e ą 1, we will have I " I 1Î e with I i of determined structure and whose size can be chosen freely in some range. Since the final bound depends only on the size of I, we need to choose the sizes of the I i to attain the optimal/desired size for I. Note however that in the case |I| ď log q log |F l | and p ă |F l | (see Section 3.5), we have |I| 1{e ďˆl og q log |F l |˙1
{e " e 1{eˆl og p log |F l |˙1
{e ď 1, which shows that the choice |I 1 | "¨¨¨" |I e | « |I| 1{e is impossible. More carefully, we take |I 1 | "¨¨¨" |I a | « |I| 1{a with 1 ď a ă e of optimal size given by:
Lemma 7.34. Let I ě 1, p ě 2, e ě 2 be integers, and let 0 ă δ ď 1. If log I ď pe´1q logpδpq, there exist integers I 1 P t1, . . . , δpu and 1 ď a ď e such that I a 1 " I p1`op1qq for I large enough.
Proof. It suffices to take I 1 " X I 1{a \ with a " rlog I{ logpδpqs ě 1 so that I 1 P t1, . . . , δpu, a " opI 1{a q, I a 1 " I`O´aI 1´1{a¯" I´1`OpaI´1 {a q¯" I p1`op1qq , and the condition a ď e holds if log I ď pe´1q logpδpq Example 7.35. The condition log I ď pe´1q logpδpq is satisfied if I ď log q " e log p as in Lemma 7.29, up to taking p large enough if δ ă 1.
7.9.2. Shifts of subsets. We first consider the family of Example 7.2 (3): for I, E Ă F q , we let Ipkq " E`k (k P I).
Proof of Proposition 7.10. By Example 7.33, Proposition 7.32 can be applied. By Lemma 7.28, since m I " |E|, the sum (25) is ď |I||E|`2 plog |E|`log |B E |´αpGqA I |F l |q logp|G||G 7 |q if I Ă ś e i"1 r1, p´max xPE x i s. By Lemma 7.29, we want that for some ε P p0, 1{2q, |I| ă 1 |E|ˆ2 ε log q´2 log |E|´2 log |B E | β`pGq log |F l |´β´p Gq β`pGq`2 αpGqA Ii f G is classical, and |I| ă 1 |E|ˆ2 ε log q´2 log |E|´2 log |B E | log d`2 αpGqA I´1i
Remark 7.38. For Kloosterman sums, we have seen in Section 3.5 that it is necessary to take e Ñ`8 so that V pt, Iq " op1q. Hence, Proposition 7.15 does not apply to them. Unfortunately, issues arise when we try to generalize the proposition to e ą 1. Indeed, for the family I Ă t1, . . . , pu e , Ipkq " e ź i"1 t1, . . . , k i u, k " pk 1 , . . . , k e q P I, of Example 7.2 (2), we have I 1 pk, xq " ś e i"1 t1`x i , . . . , x i`ki u for all x " px 1 , . . . , x e q P F q . As above, we can decompose t1`x i . . . , x i`ki u " t1, . . . , x i`ki uzt1, . . . , x i u and write Spt, I
1 pk, xqq " ÿ a 1 ,...,aePt0,1u
p´1q ř e i"1 pa i`1 q S`t, Ippx i`ai k i q i q˘.
However, there are now "diagonal terms" including x i and x j`kj (i ‰ j), preventing us from applying Proposition 7.32 with f 1 px, kq " x`k and f 3 " 0 as before. On the other hand, using Lemma 7.36 would give a large error ||f 3 || 8 « ep e´1 because small intervals of size k i combine with large intervals of size p´k j into large "diagonal" terms. This would give an error term |F l |ep e´1 {q " |F l |e{p ą e in the final expression for the density, which is not acceptable when e Ñ`8. These diagonal terms compensate each other if complete sums in one parameter of the form Spt, E 1ˆ¨¨¨ˆEiˆFpÊ i`2ˆ¨¨¨ˆEe q vanish, for E i Ă F p . Being defined as Fourier transforms of functions vanishing at 0, Kloosterman sums verify SpKl n,q , t1, . . . , pu e q " 0, but the former sums do not vanish in general. 7.9.4. Small intervals with shifts of subsets. We finally consider Proposition 7.18, which is about a family of type of Example 7.2 (4) and gives a variant of Proposition 7.15 for e ą 1 (in particular for Kloosterman sums).
Proof of Proposition 7.18. Let us write I " I 1ˆI2 Ă F pˆF e´1 p and let E " E 2ˆ¨¨¨ˆEe . Then M I "ˇˇď pk 1 ,k 2 qPI t1, . . . , k 1 uˆpE`k 2 qˇďˇˇˇď if I 2 Ă ś e i"2 r1, p´max xPE x i s, by Lemma 7.28. As for Propositions 7.10 and 7.15, if the sheaf is a Kummer sheaf L χpf q , we impose max kPI 1 k ă p{ degpf 1 q and I 2 Ă r1, p{ degpf 1 qq, to ensure Ť kPI Ipkq-compatibility.
